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Breaking Records... it’s what we do!

HANGAY ARGALI
We have worked with our Mongolian partners
many years. We both understand the need to 
limit permits in our exclusive areas in order 
to maintain quality - thus the reason we have 
taken such spectacular trophies.

We offer a 10-day schedule for a Hangay
Argali arriving Ulaanbaatar day 1; departing 
day 10 at the rate of $80,000 for any ram.

This rate includes meet & greet at the
Ulaanbaatar airport, transport to/from 
the airport, all hunting services including 
4-wheel drive vehicle, interpreter, hunting 
guides, cook and camp assistants, 
accommodations in a comfortable ger (yurt) 
or spike camp as needed, 2 nights at a hotel 
in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolian invitation and 
field preparation of your trophy, airfares/
vehicle transfers (as required) within 
Mongolia. NOT INCLUDED- gun permit, and 
CITES Export Certificate excess luggage 
charges, items of a personal nature, shipment 
of trophy and tips.Non-hunters @ $3,900.

GOBI ARGALI
The Gobi Desert is a land of magnificent 
desolation and stark beauty. Much of the Gobi 
is relatively flat land with scarce vegetation. The 
Gobi is considered high desert, but is not real 
mountainous. A four-wheel drive vehicle is used to 
get you around the cuts, ravines, canyons and high 
plateaus.

We offer a 10-day schedule from arrival in 
Ulaanbaatar (UB) arriving day 1; departing day 10 
at the rate of $70,000 for any ram.

This rate includes meet & greet at the Ulaanbaatar 
airport, transport to/from the airport, all 
hunting services including 4-wheel drive vehicle, 
interpreter, hunting guides, cook and camp 
assistants, accommodations in a comfortable 
ger (yurt) or spike camp as needed, 2 nights at a 
hotel in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolian invitation and 
field preparation of your trophy, airfares/vehicle 
transfers (as required) within Mongolia. 
NOT INCLUDED- gun permit, and CITES Export 
Certificate excess luggage charges, items of a 
personal nature, shipment of trophy and tips. 
Non-hunters @ $3,900.

HIGH ALTAI
There is perhaps no sheep in the world that
can rival the Ovis ammon ammon. Characterized 
by its heavy bases, this hunt is considered the 
Holy Grail of sheep hunting. High Altai Argali 
import permits are limited. $90,000 - $150,000 
depending upon area.

Safari Outfitters opened sport hunting in this 
magnificent country Sixty One (61) years ago. 
No one in the industry can match our experience 
sending sport hunters to this proud nation! Our 
areas are the best in the country - our success on 
big rams envied!

SCI & OVIS acknowledge three individual 
hunting locations in Mongolia for record book 
purposes. The three locations are: High Altai 
Argali (Ovis ammon ammon) in the West Altai 
Mountains; Hanghai Mountain region, aka 
Mid-Altai sheep, and Gobi Argali (Ovis ammon 
darwini). 

Hunting Season: Argali hunts must take place 
from July 1 to Sept. 30; Ibex hunts from July 15 
to Oct. 15.

Bill Slattery, CO (  High Altai) Jerry Davis, WY  (Gobi Argali)

Craig P., IL  (58+ Hangay)


